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Version 10 (V10) will bring a wide range of Unified Communications functionalities to the innovaphone PBX. The modern UC client

myPBX plays a major role and its appearance has been totally changed. It brings various communication channels together in one

user interface: myPBX can be used to operate the innovaphone PBX's various telephone functionalities as well as chat, e-mails,

video telephony and Collaboration. Thanks to innovaphone's Microsoft Office integration, V10 will also bring an integrated 

Presence solution as well as a fax solution, enabling faxes to be sent from Outlook. Furthermore, the innovaphone Voicemail 

menu announcements have been professionally recorded and the licensing has been changed. Last but not least, there is an 

exclusive preview to our new user interface on the innovaphone IP222 and IP232 IP telephones.

What you can expect in Version 10

:: Unified Communications… How and why?

:: innovaphone UC client myPBX 

:: Presence functionality with the Microsoft Office Integration by innovaphone

:: innovaphone Video telephony solution

:: innovaphone Fax solution 

:: innovaphone Voicemail now with new menu announcements

:: innovaphone UC Licence

:: Preview: New user interface on the innovaphone IP telephones

Unified Communications… How and why?

The whole world is talking about Unified Communications… But

what does it actually mean and what advantages does it give us? 

Companies  are increasingly calling for Unified Communications

when communication structures and availability are poor, cost-

ing them a lot of money and wasting immense amounts of time.

Employees are increasingly working together as teams or in

project groups and need to exchange lots of information in the

shortest possible time. Distance is another problem in larger

companies as not all employees are necessarily based at the

same location. Furthermore, the flood of new media and devices

that are on the market means that there is an increasing num-

ber of ways to communicate, but this does not necessarily go

hand-in-hand with improving availability.

Unified Communications is getting close to these problems,

and various UC modules enable us to create an integrated

communication infrastructure, improving employee reachabil-

ity, speeding up processes and thus increasing efficiency. The

Presence functionality is one of these building blocks along

with chat, application sharing, video telephony and 

video conferencing, voicemail and fax.

Presence: How often have you called a colleague to find his

line occupied, or there has been no answer because he was

away on business or at meetings? How many times have you

sent an important email and not received a reply? The 

Presence functionality pursues the goal of firstly finding out the

status of a colleague’s availability, then selecting the correct

way of communicating with him - saving time and unnecessary

frustration. Presence icons and notes make this possible by 

indicating or describing the subscriber’s presence information.

So by looking at the subscriber’s presence information and

seeing that the colleague in question is currently in a meeting

means you know, there is no point calling him. If someone has

set his presence status to "Do not disturb", then you know 

calling or chatting is not the right solution and you can look to

find an alternative person to gain the information you need. If

a colleague is on the phone but at his desk, you know it could

make sense to request a call-back via the chat function. So

look at the Presence information first, then choose the right

way to communicate.
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Chat: As already mentioned: if you are trying to get in touch with

someone and you have seen in Presence that he or she is avail-

able, then you can use the chat function to easily and quickly

arrange someone to call you back. Chat also has other advan-

tages if you would like to communicate with several people 

informally - whether you are meeting at the airport during a 

business trip or meeting in the lobby to go for lunch. 

Simply open a chat group, discuss the details and everyone 

invited to join in the chat knows what is happening. Making

phone calls to arrange this would surely be a more complicated

and time-consuming alternative and using email to find agree-

ments soon turns into an incomprehensible stream of single

word answers, which slow down the decision-making process. 

Video telephony / conferences: Employees or colleagues

who are based at several different locations often need to opt

for expensive and time-consuming business trips in order to be

able to communicate with one another face-to-face. However,

it is much easier now to discuss certain topics via video 

telephony or even in a video conference with several people in

order to save travel costs and work time. 

Fax: Writing a letter can be a nuisance. Printing it out and send-

ing it to the recipient via analogue fax can make it even worse.

How easy it is to fax directly from Outlook: simply write an email,

add the respective attachments and send it conveniently from the

computer to the desired fax number.

Unified Communications shortens communication thanks to these

individual UC modules, simplifying processes and reducing work-

load and costs. The innovaphone PBX Version 10 brings exactly

these UC modules. Read on to find out what they be like in detail.

innovaphone UC-Client myPBX V10

The innovaphone UC client myPBX has existed since our 

innovaphone PBX Version 9. It is a flexible tool and makes

communication - especially phone calls - easier than ever be-

fore. myPBX is hardly recognisable in Version 10 myPBX as

the UC client has been through a complete overhaul  and has

a totally new design. The original dominating white and

turquoise colours have been changed in favour of a more

modern design in black, grey and orange which will surely be

popular. The operating concept has also been turned upside

down making it easier to use. myPBX has also been given a

Video telephony function. With its additional functions such as

Chat and Collaboration, the myPBX UC client has turned 

into an all-round communication talent. 

Traditional and good | Telephone features: with the UC

client, myPBX, users have all of the traditional telephone 

features available such as dial, ring-off, hold, park, 3 party con-

ference, switch, connect, set diversion, pickup – all of this is no

problem. You can determine individually which end device is to

be used over myPBX because all devices that are consigned

to the user in the innovaphone PBX are available (e.g. office

telephone, home office telephone, DECT telephone etc.). 

At a glance | Favourite lists: various

favourite lists can be set up for a clear

overview of the most frequently used con-

tacts (e.g. Sales, Marketing favourite lists).

New contacts can easily be added via an

LDAP search. As the favourites are shown

with Presence information, you always

know whether someone is available or not.

innovaphone UC-Client myPBX Home screen

myPBX favourite lists: Clear and well structured

Full telephone functionality

Flexible Presence management
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Slide the mouse over a favourite and you can click on the

favourite to make a call, start a chat, send an email or make

changes to your favourite (e.g. delete).

Never again Busy | Presence with Microsoft Office 

integration: in myPBX you can use a drop-down menu to set

your own Presence (present, away, busy, at lunch, meeting, 

vacation) and also to include a note. If you make a change to

the Presence on your end device, this information also goes to

myPBX and is shown there. In addition, the Microsoft Office

integration from innovaphone (from V10) also shows Outlook

calendar entries in myPBX. In the other direction, the Presence

information set in myPBX or at the end device is included in all

Office applications: bubbles e.g. in Outlook indicate the avail-

ability of a person (green= available, yellow = away, red = busy,

etc.). If you click on it the Presence note is also shown (see 

also the Presence functionality topic with innovaphone's 

Microsoft Office Integration).

Quickly done | LDAP search: A search field allows you to

search for contact information in an LDAP database without 

adhering to any particular sequences. Search for name, compa-

ny name or telephone number. Slide the mouse over a certain

search result and simply click on the Information icon to get 

further details about the contact (address, email address, 

position etc.) Furthermore, you have the possibility to send this

contact information via email, to call the person directly or to add

the person to a favourite list. 

Don't miss anything | History: innovaphone Reporting allows

all incoming and outgoing calls to be listed in the myPBX 

history list. It is also possible to use the contacts listed there to

make a call, start a chat or add them to a favourite list. If you

miss an incoming call, the missed call is indicated via the his-

tory list's icon. Detailed information then allows you to under-

stand what action was taken with the call: did the switchboard

take the call? Did the switchboard try to put the call through

again? If a group call has been missed and one member of the

group tries to return the caller's call, this is also noted in the 

detailed information in the history list for everyone to see. Thus

all group members are well informed that there is no need to

take further action. If you pick-up a call for a colleague who is

currently not at his desk, just one click is all it takes to tell him

to return the call. The click opens an email and all of the 

necessary information is already included in the reference line

(name, company, phone number).

Flexible information exchange | Chat and Application Sharing:

If you would like to begin a chat, simply add a subscriber via

the favourite list or LDAP

search by clicking on the chat

icon. Initially you can name the

discussion topic. myPBX will

keep you informed as soon as

someone enters or leaves the

chat room. Moreover, any num-

ber of subscribers can be invit-

ed to join the chat - there are

hardly any limitations here for

myPBX. If you would like to dis-

cuss certain documents or

such, application sharing is

possible with just a few clicks

directly from myPBX with soft-

ware such as GoMeetNow,

WebEX, etc.). 

Face-to-face telephony | Video: Thanks to myPBX video teleph-

ony does not pose a problem for Version 10. If the recipient has

all the equipment needed and the video function is activated, the

call is created automatically. Three party conference calls are 

also possible without any additional MCU (Multipoint Control Unit)

(please also refer to innovaphone Video telephony solution).

Licensing: One myPBX license per myPBX user. The number of

myPBX licenses does not have to be equal to the number of port

licenses! myPBX is also part of the new V10 UC License. It

incorporates all innovaphone UC components and is offered at

a particularly attractive all-inclusive price. Further information can

be found under "innovaphone UC License".

Presence Functionality with the Microsoft Office 

Integration by innovaphone

All Presence information is available at a glance - thanks to the

new Microsoft Office integration by innovaphone. It gives a perfect

overview of who is busy, away or available as it brings the various

presence information sources together under the innovaphone

Unified Communications Client myPBX and shows them in all 

Microsoft Office applications. The presence set in the PBX using

myPBX or the telephone is relevant here, as are all entries in the

Outlook calendar. Call, email or chat? The innovaphone Presence

functionality can easily help to find out which communication

medium is the best to get the information you need quickly.

The MS Office 2010 integration works in two directions: on the

one hand personal calendar entries are processed by the 

Quick information exchange with Chat

and Application Sharing
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Exchange Calendar Connector for the myPBX Presence 

information and are indicated accordingly with a presence

icon. So, if someone is currently at a meeting, this is indicat-

ed by the presence icon "Busy". The current calendar entry is

also added as a presence note. If a myPBX contact is marked

as "available", but has a meeting in the next 36 hours, this is

also added as a Presence note (e.g. available until 5.30pm,

telephone conference XY). The Busy or Away status are also

dealt with in a similar way. The Presence note shows from

when someone will be available again. (e.g. Busy/Away –

available at 2pm). This period can be configured as necessary.

On the other hand, all Presence information flows into Office 

applications - both information from your Outlook calendar and

presence status set from myPBX or your telephone. For example,

if you write an email in Outlook and include a recipient, his availabil-

ity is displayed with bubbles (green = present, yellow = away, 

red = Busy, etc.) If you click on it, the presence note is also shown. You

then have the possibility of starting a myPBX chat directly from the

Outlook information window, or of calling this person on the phone.

In addition to an innovaphone PBX version 10, the innovaphone

UC client myPBX is needed for the Microsoft Office integration.

myPBX is needed for all users who would like to benefit from this

extended Presence functionality. Moreover, you need the 

Microsoft Exchange Server 2010, Microsoft Office 2010 and a

Linux Application Platform.

Licensing: One myPBX license for each myPBX user. The

Presence functionality itself is not licensed. However, the relevant

myPBX licenses have to be purchased in order to have full func-

tionality of the myPBX UC client. myPBX is part of the new V10

UC License. It incorporates all innovaphone UC components and

is offered at a particularly attractive all-inclusive price. Further

information can be found under "innovaphone UC License".

innovaphone Video Telephony Solution 

It is not unusual for a company to be located in different towns or

even countries. Some decisions require employees from these

locations to come together to communicate face-to-face – which

is both time-consuming and expensive. Video communication 

is a flexible, fast and cost-effective way to keep in contact with

colleagues or business partners across the world.  It enables 

ad-hoc meetings and allows you to cut back on business travel. 

Desktop video telephony is easier than ever with the innovaphone

PBX Version 10. In addition to an innovaphone PBX, you need the

innovaphone UC client myPBX (V10) and an innovaphone IP tele-

phone. Add a standard webcam and a PC with Windows 7 or 

higher and you can start making phone calls with moving pictures.

As soon as a call is answered, a video window automatically

opens on your desktop showing the person you are calling. You

can alter the size of this window

as you please. There is also an

additional window for you to

check your own picture (e.g. are

you really looking directly into

the camera?) The additional

window can be put in the corner

of the video window - wherever

you need it.

Three party video calls with the innovaphone video telephony

solution are also possible without an additional MCU 

(Multipoint Control Unit). Bring a third person into your call in

the usual way - as soon as the connection is up the video

window also shows the third person on the desktop. The

quality of a three party call always depends on the perform-

ance of the hardware being used (graphics board). 

No additional configuration is necessary on the myPBX Client

for the innovaphone video telephony solution. User name,

password and the phone being used are simply accepted by

the myPBX V10. The myPBX configuration enables the user

to consciously select audio video or just pure audio-telephony.

An icon above the Presence display indicates whether video

telephony is activated. Before the call is set up or before 

answering the phone, the user can decide in favour of or

against a video call by simply clicking on the icon. If the user

changes the default settings for one call, the settings auto-

matically return to the default settings once the call has fin-

ished. It is not possible to switch between video telephony

and pure audio telephony during a call. However, settings

Microsoft Office Integration in Outlook and

in the myPBX favourite lists

Desktop video telephony 

by innovaphone
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can be changed when a call is parked before continuing the

call with or without the picture.

The innovaphone video telephony solution is H.264 compati-

ble and requires between 200 and 300 kbit/s bandwidth – 

depending on the webcam, scene (busy or quiet) and the 

encoder. The video quality is of course influenced by the avail-

able bandwidth, but also by the video camera’s resolution. 

Licensing: One myPBX license + one Video license per

Video user. myPBX and Video are part of the new V10 UC 

License. It incorporates all innovaphone UC components and

is offered at a particularly attractive all-inclusive price. Further

information can be found under "innovaphone UC License". 

innovaphone Fax solution

Sending faxes can be time-consuming: all necessary documents

are printed, the fax machine is often not at your desk and then

you have to hope and pray the fax has gone through alright. It is

more convenient to fax from your computer via Outlook. An 

innovaphone gateway just turns into a fax server. The only thing

you need is a 10 series gateway (IP6010, IP3010, IP0010 or

IP810) or an innovaphone Virtual Appliance (IPVA + VMware)

and a Linux Application platform. The innovaphone fax solution

runs as an application over Linux like innovaphone Reporting.

You can start faxing from Outlook with your personal fax 

number as soon as the application has been installed and 

configured via the innovaphone web interface. Any LibreOffice-

compatible document can be sent as an email to the fax 

solution and is then forwarded to the desired fax recipient.

Company or site cover notes can be added if required. Incom-

ing faxes are received as an email with a PDF attachment.

An email message informs you whether the fax has been sent

successfully or not. These messages or error messages can 

be edited and even translated as necessary via the 

innovaphone web interface. Furthermore, they can be set 

differently for master and slave PBXs. E.g. German texts for the 

Master PBX in Berlin and French texts for the slave PBX in Paris.

Licensing: One Fax license per Fax user. The innovaphone

Fax solution is part of the new V10 UC license. It incorporates

all innovaphone UC components and is offered at a particularly

attractive all-inclusive price. Further information can be found

under "innovaphone UC License".

innovaphone Voicemail now with new menu announcements

The innovaphone Voicemail has been a well-loved PBX func-

tion for a long time. It is an integrated professional answer

phone solution which is available across the network for all

innovaphone PBX subscribers. Voice messages can be record-

ed if a user is not available, the user can be informed about

messages waiting via the Message Waiting indicator (lamp or

text/icon on the telephone screen) or alternatively via email.

The innovaphone Voicemail is extremely easy and convenient

to use thanks to both the function keys on the telephone and

the use of Message-Waiting indication. A Compact Flash (CF)

card in the gateway can be used to store announcements and

incoming messages. Thus the innovaphone Voicemail is inde-

pendent of external computer servers. 

The Voicemail menu can be used from any DTMF telephone and

is available in many languages. It guides the user through the

various menu items: call back, listen to message, save, delete or

repeat, jump to next/previous message, record personal 

message such as e.g. a personalised greeting, change PIN etc.

New: the menu texts on the innovaphone Voicemail have been

professionally recorded. Most of the announcements are no longer

electronic announcements, but have been recorded with native

speakers and will soon be available in Czech, Danish, Dutch, 

English (UK), French, German, Italian, Norwegian, Polish, 

Portuguese (EU), Spanish (Castilian) and Swedish. The Finnish

Voicemail menu continues to be available electronically.

License changes under V10: Until now it was necessary to

have the same number of voicemail licenses and the same num-

ber of port licenses on the innovaphone PBX – no matter how of-

ten Voicemail was actually needed. Under V10 you will in future

have the choice. You can either decide in favour of the current

model: number of Voicemail licenses = number of Port licenses.
Fax from Outlook with the innovaphone Fax solution
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Or you can choose the model in line with your specific require-

ments: 1 Voicemail license per user. 

Please note! The different licensing models cannot be combined

with each other nor is it possible to use the Software Service 

Agreement to change to the new license model.If you are al-

ready using V9 Voicemail licenses, you automatically stay with

the old license model. In some cases it can be worthwhile

changing over to the new license model. However, V10 

Voicemail licenses would then have to be purchased for all

users. The innovaphone Voicemail solution is also part of the

new V10 UC License. It incorporates all innovaphone UC 

components and is offered at a particularly attractive all-inclusive

price. This could mean that enough V10 voicemail licenses are

available for the foreseen number of users when innovaphone

UC Licenses are purchased. Further information can be found

under “innovaphone UC license”.

innovaphone UC License

It is worthwhile purchasing the special UC License if you would

like to have the entire innovaphone UC packet. It includes the 

innovaphone products myPBX, Video, Voicemail, Mobility and

Fax and can be purchased at a very attractive all-inclusive price.

The prices of the individual UC modules are thus 47% lower

than purchasing individual licenses.

Please note: The UC License is a full license. It is not possible

to distribute the individual parts to different installations. 

Basically: One UC License per user.

Preview: new user interface on innovaphone 

IP telephones

The UC client myPBX has been completely overhauled with

V10. However, myPBX is not the only innovaphone product to

have been turned upside down. This preview gives a taste of what

the new innovaphone IP222 and IP232 IP telephone user inter-

faces will look like in the future as their appearance and 

operability are also undergoing change. The design innovaphone

IP telephones will get their new user interfaces in a later release.

The telephone user interfaces will be in line with the new 

modern myPBX design – the individual user elements will be the

same so that IP telephones and myPBX can be used intuitive-

ly. The most important applications such as favourite lists, 

history lists and contacts can be found with the respective icons

on the telephones' home screen. Any number of partner keys can

easily be set-up there. Furthermore, you have a good overview

of which Presence status is currently set as the icon is always 

visible and can be changed flexibly from the home screen.

The IP telephone's home screen is the starting point for all 

navigation. In future the 4- direction navigation key will not 

necessarily be needed - but it can still be used. It is not only the 

design of the new user interfaces that will look good, the

changes also have a positive effect on the operability and 

usability of the innovaphone IP222 and IP232 telephones. 

New Look and much more. The revised user interface on the 

innovaphone IP232 and IP222 IP telephones

Home screen and 

favourite lists on the

innovaphone IP222 

IP telephone 

Home screen and

function keys on the

innovaphone IP232

IP telephone
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